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2In the next 5 years, we’ll produce more scientific data than in human 
history.
How can we deal with this data deluge?
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A set of technologies to support collaborative networked science.
Some of the Challenges
 Acquiring data from instruments
 Storing and managing large quantities of data
 Processing large quantities of data
 Searching and discovering
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• High Performance Computing and Distributed Processing (Nimrod)
• Workflow Engines (Kepler)
• Seamless and scalable security (Shibboleth)
• Collaborative Workspaces and Tools (MAMS IAM & VO)
• Collaborative Filtering (Social Networking Technology)
7Kepler Workflow
8Challenges in Publishing Research
• Legal
• Ownership
• Searching and Discovery
• Preservation







ARCHER will allow Researchers to:
• Better deal with their data deluge
• Collaborate within and between research institutions; and
• Be more effective and efficient in their research
